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FALL OUT
Rain?

Oh, glorious rain.

windows now boarded up.

I heard it pound on the tiny

It was glorious but only for a second,

for I remembered my childhood days in this cellar when the rain
fell and the dampness seeped in through the cement wall.

I

knew it would soon be soggy and cold.
Hours passed.

It still rained but the dampness

I pondered but only for a second.

my

mother called us to supper.

hadri,~'t

come.

It must have been evening for

But time really didn't matter

because the lights were always on in case rescuers were to come.
We all ate together in our small cellar.

The meals were beginning

to get monotonous •.. canned food because we hadn't thought about
refrigeration.

We hadn't thought of anything..

the day would come.

We didn't think

We didn't think.

I listened to the radio announcer yelling to stay calm.

Had

he been saying that for hours, days, or weeks?
I tried to sleep but all I did was close my eyes and lay
there with an empty head, not thinking, not even hoping.
senseless hoping.

Help would never come.

It was

It was too late.

The

help should have come before THEY came.
It rained on.,
The light seeped through my closed eyelids as I tried to sleep.
I wanted to turn out the light and find sweet relief in sleep.
my dreams were becoming increasingly

distressing~

marish, other times exceedingly bland.

But

sometimes night-

They were never enough to

release my emotions so I could feel rested in the waking hours of
the day.
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voi

Or was I mad

I listene d hardj) harder .

Yes,

I s·tood near the wl.ndow

·;::'e.

to

me out,

I

didn~t

believe ito

voices
e'No, tha:t 1 s

the windo 86

But it was
the vo:fc,es cmne

1~ere
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o

ln1:ost

Cal

The voice

ca
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:for
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Nearer

for ... Help~

were

for he

themJ 61

can

~le

go out there.

But I didn ° c hear.
This he

ssn.ess

\i\tas

I heard

All I heard '\1\ras the inhum.an scream ing.

unbear able

I had to do somethi ngo

but the

breath~

scream s,

a torturo us,

Second s

death while we listene d.

but i.t seemed like hours, listeni ng to those
of madnes s.

with

than dead.

for a

Now the people were more. mad

I had to do

I prepare d myself

-away::J squatte d,

the door and
could catch me

gasps for

for the door

to take offo
knob~

I ran toward

I was out before anyone

o

I sped up the stairs leading to the rest of the house and
opened the second door.

'I"he cold hit me as I

I don~ t know ·vvhat I
to be a

out of my
me,

into the room.

I wanted the whole place

llt

h'd

we had left it.,

I snapped

as I heard the noise of my family coming after

I ;::hut. the door after me and locked it.

up ;::o ny room to

on son1.e warm clothes .,

the windovJ·:s so I wouldn 't see the
sunk into the hack of

1Df1lY

mind c

I was cold so I went
I tried not to look out

whose screams had now

But as I dashed up the stairs I caught a glimpse out of the
corner of my eye of .snow.

Snow'Z

Making the sound of rain?

put on more clothes and went outside into this snow.
where in large heavy flakes.
but did not melt.
didn 1 t melt..

I

It fell every-

Several flakes landed on my shoulder

I picked up a piece in my bare hand and it still

I had heard of snow that didn't melt.

What had that

book called it?
As the word popped into my head, I was not afraid.
panic.

I was too numb, to stupidly numb to be afraid.

people screaming •.. ! know now why.
integrating3
by

atom~

They were dying.

I didn't
Those

Slowly dis-

Particles were being knocked out of their bodies atom

Each one a painful stab and each stab releasing a fright-

ening scream ..
I sat on the ground which was now covered with nsnow" and
thought of how the human mind works.
man's most uncivilized instincts.

Self-preservation is one of

We thought we had overcome

self-preservation, but we haven't.
I thought of those poor pityful people, now not strongenough
even to scream, and I knew that I would die, too.

Jill Lippincott

Rain
Rain can be the softest yet saddest sound
in the world. When your down and troubled
rain can wash away your tears. Rain can be
a friend on a sad and lonely day if you only
listen to what it has to sayo

Yolanda Follmer
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must make a

.to guide himself on

a

and a rocket to
with enough fuel

into action
the unknown .•.

no matter how

My ideal is to
to reach

However, at
the fueling
and my bridge

expensive,
upon.

when wet ... )
Jo Ann .Schmauder
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The days they wander
and I sit in frictionMy eyes are of stone •....•
I rock, they sit •.....•••.•
My surroundings are fickle in my head,
and I am at that thin line between
Sanity and Insanity.
To reach too far is to go into the unknown.' •• so I stay, because here I know
where I am, in the land of make believe,
in the land pf fickleness, in the land of
unstately people, but just enough to know
that I am here .•••....••••.. That makes all
the difference.
411'
Through Magda de Jesus

12/29/74

foam after the r
it was black

grey.
were running
gush.~~ng with great expectation .
the sand seemed to slow us and
we began to spill over without
in our eyes, the ocean was swishing
a substance across the sands.
we fooled in the knee-high foam,
out of breath and weakening with
the joy soaked through our clothes a
washed away the time.
a.nd then we ran again,
feeling happy
no.~ .funny.
no.

we

Amy

It's after the rainstorm
Everything is settled
Run through the wet grass
Laugh through the puddles
Trees stand there dripping
Drops splash to puddles
Run through the wet grass
Laugh through the puddles
Thought dreams go dancing
Upon a blade of grass
I 8 m sort of happy
rain has stopped at last.
Cheryl Anderson

The Voyage
Colors whirling, swirling before my eyes.
A knight in armour upon an albino steed,
surging energy thrusting from glistening haunches.
A

mighty~charge

into the gray dawn of the forgotten •••

VIBRATIONS--- a prism of tinted light from the grayness
of

ea~ly

morning, to the brillance of the reddening dusk,

soft and pastele .• LOUD and frightening ••• a life's
transaction all within a crystal.
The blessed virgin suckles her virtuous son,
an 1·individual,' a true non-conformist , how crude!
The vibrant shades of purple vast within my .mind,
FrEaKiNg out, a rainbow engulfs reason, a vision of
two impassioned lovers wet with sweat, streak pass the
searching eyes of my innerself, and arouses my desires •.•
how silent, how beautiful, so far away and yet so near •••
do they feel my hurt? •. my frustration?
..... ah yes, the. yellow dandelion, only now soft
feather-like spores, each, when on its own to become
a week ••• how evil some beauty is.
Lightening strickens an aged tree, stripping its'
protective bark, the meat of the inner tree, thus
naked absorbs life, and then rots ••• the marvels of
the world~ FAR OUT!
Satellites, men on the moon, the fear of exploration
has vanished, except for those few who dare to venture
into the twilight zone of the human mind, where
fantasy and reality blend.

JoAnn Schmauder

Lett ers,
Ink on pulp
Feel ings trans mitt ed
Ente r my soul ,
Fill me to o·vf: rflow ing;
Give me the :pres ence
That I cann ot touc h.
4

•

Pris cilla Alex is Hube r

Movement so t.igh tMind is goddamn slig htSudd enly, spur t of excit emen t
flees from with in her hear t!
Hold .ster n my frien d, let it not go-f or you
only
have this one moment of life .
Eva Gonc zi

I cann ot seem to stop
Ny pen follo ws the cons tant whir l

in my head ,
And it pain ts a verb al pict ure;
One of thou ghts feeli ngs, turm oils.
Ther e is no othe r way;
I cann ot stop this ,
nor do I choo se to.
But, alwa ys, some inter rupt ion;
My s~nphony lies unfi nish ed ...
Pris cilla Alex is Hube r

The clou ds, the sky, and my life
slow ly drift ing by.
My mind is hazy , not too clea r,
only mem ories of you in the soun d of
the wind so far off and so fille d
with fear .
I do not know what I want . I'm
sad and wish ing God were near .
My life is slow ly drif ting by and I
am so lone ly and cold stand ing here
all alon e, numb with fear .
My fing ers are cold , my chee ks froze n
with my own tear s beca use you, my love ,
are no long er hereo
Yola nda Follm er

Appreciation
There is so much to appreciate, here and now, in
this world of ours.

I wonder if we stop often enough and

do just tha.t1
The age in which we live forces each of us to rush along
with the crowd; to hurry ourselves

along~

watch the hour,

and flow along in a steady stream of noise, confusion and
indifference.

But, why not stop, sometime?

Take but a

moment, and just stand aside to look at all the everyday·
beauty which goes unnoticed, and listen for the music; long
has it seemed to lie covered by those sounds some so coolly
refer to as "Progress."

Is it really?

A glance toward the heavens, alone, can give to each
a feeling that we have not taken the time to appreciate,
and, by this,

have deprived ourselves of so much.

The

view is as spectacular as nothing we have ever before
experienced; the ephemeral glory of each moment of every
day can fill us with a sense of unrivaled significance,
and an almost knowing feeling that this view was painted by
God, himself, for the eyes of man, alone, to behold.
Trees and brush seem to sway harmoniously to an unheard
music in the ever-changing rhythms of the breezes.· The
seasons turn, slowly, in a flood of colour which peaks,
and retreats again into cold silhouettes.

Every moment

is something new, every sight, something different.
There is a certain feeling in being in the mountains,
our entire being is elevated to a height, depth and breadth
of emotion we have never felt before.

There, the air can

seem so clear and fresh that we could almost taste it;
life there is another totally unique kind of experience.
Look around us; tell of the things we sense.
Stand on the shore, at any hour of any day.
through a forest.
the deserts.

Find a melodic stream.

Amble

Journey to

Go out into the world; live and dream;

sense and experience; taste the things of life.

Take your

hands, and run.them through simple soil, and, tell me
is this, and a myriad more, not the essense of what living
is?
Get down to the marrow of things, during this
brief period we have here.
in the sands of time.

Our life is but a grain

Every second of every single day,

there is something to take in.
take in all there is to.

Take the time; look, listen,

It is all there --- appreciate it!
Priscilla Alexis Huber

Peace
God let there be peace on earth,
let mankind live and love one another.
Let the rain pour and the sun shine,
but dear God please

don~t

let me be behind.

For I am still a child and quite blind.
·Yo land Follmer

Sight, hearing, smell and touch.
Just think--if we never had eyes, ears, noses, or fingers.
We never could show dislike for anyone ...
But we could never show our love.

1/21/75

Kinnet McSweeney
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I ...

I stand alone
High upon a mighty hill
so that I may find strength
to live a life that is willed,
And to love the one who
comes to me.
I plant my feet firmly
into the seeping earth,
my eyes intent on the
outreachi ng shores below.
They are barren and cold
the wind fondles the sand and
makes 'fine' designs out of it.
Seagulls chant their lonesome tune
while I, who am alone, watch and
listen in silence.
For I am intrigued with~the magic
of the sweeping breeze, and the
sharpness of the sand, and of the
way they live together.
JoAnn Schmauder

King of Trees
Once when I was look1ng at the world and wondering where the
answers to all the questions of the day would come from, my eyes
fell upon a marvelous old tree..

There was something intriguing and

wonderous about it, and I found it hard to turn my glance away.
The tree was so very tall that I had to press my nose against the
window I was peering out of, in order to see the top, where it seemed
to brush the sky.

Its roots were massive, rising from the ground

about six inches, and spreading out around the tree fifteen feet
diameter, in order to support the weight the tree would bear throughout
its life.

The strength of the bark was obvious, dark brown, and

thick, it was easy to see tu.at the tree had weathered many storms.
The bark got lighter, and slightly thinner, as the tree branched out
its limbs, as if it were searching for something.

But, although

they reached out far into the blue, the limbs were strong, and very
big around, not tapering at the ends until absolutely necessary.
They seemed to entwine in and around, sometimes brushing against
one another when the wind would come to wake them.

Since it was Autumn,

the leaves were of a rust color, and hung lightly to the limbs like
a child holding gently to his Mother's hand4

During the time I

observed the tree, the wind came and whisked some of the leaves from
their Mother's arms, as growing up does.

But the leaves were content

to fly with the wind, and eventually settle to the ground.
When my wondering had stopped, I took one last glance at the wise
old tree, and I wished that one day I, too, would hold all the wisdom,
knowledge, and understanding this tree

held~

Kitt Connolly

How do I describe the splendor
that my eyes see'?
This most beautiful tree
outside my window
on an Autumn day
The golden branches stretch
toward the blue sky
And its leaves so warmly prance
I believe they are waving to ·the
sun, whisperin g "go on shining
Winter will soon come .. "
Then I knew that is what they
were whisperin g, for a tiny
yellow leaf could no longer hand
on, and fluttered down.
And my eyes turned sad
for a part of life just died.
Kim Vogel

There used to be a big old tree that clung to the
eroding bank of Stoney Brook.

It leaned precariou sly:· across

the water occasiona lly dipping its branches into the prattling
brook.

I used to poke out on it further and further; and,

when I finally found a comfortab le position, I would sit
there and drop pebbles that I had carried out into the water.
Among the quiet murmurs of the brook and branches, the pebbles
retorted the same answer to every question, threat, or
tear-stain ed complain t. Kerplunk. Kerplunk, Kerplunk.
Amy Monteleon e

The image·is apparento
The smile, the eyes,
are stiff.
A voice to match, belonging
to a plastic being.
Time brings everything back,
And we will be toge:ther
like this
Until it is all overo&o
Priscilla Alexis Huber

There she sits-lost and alonetrying ·to run from her hidden sorrow.
Why doesnut she realize life has a lot to offer?
She knows why she's sad
Even though she doesn't want to admit such grief.
She really is a sensitive, gentle loving person,
But when that look of loneliness appears on her fa.ce
There's a. sudden change within her~
Violent, cruel, vicious, bitterness is expressed by her eyes.
Frustrations take place and she tosses and turns about like
a child..
Torn between fantasy and reality she flees, .trying to fulfill
her great expectati<;>ns.
Phyllis DeLia

I awoke to a cold wettness at my fingers.

As I opened my

eyes, I remembered that I had fallen asleep on a beach too exhausted to go any farther.
reaching my hands.

The tide had come up while I slept,

I got up and shook the sand off me, brushing

it from my elbows and arms.
It had only been mid-morning when I had fallen asleep, but

now it was late afternoon.
more.

The sun was getting ready to set once

looked around me only to see marshland.

I

How was I going

to get out of here?
The tide was rising faBt and I felt it tickling my feet
with its cold

I had to move on; the ground that I was

fingers~

standing on would be underwater soon.
found none.
water.

I

I

looked for a trail, but

Where there had been land ten minutes ago there was now

felt panic start to rise in me.

I

tried to fight it

down.
I started to walk along the part of the beach still uncovered
by the creeping sea.

Pretty soon that ran out so I took to the

marsh grass to walk on.

I looked behind me and found no land

where I had just been walking, only the creeping sea at my heels.
I hastened my steps, hurting my feet as the sharp knive-like
reeds of the marsh grass pricked at them.

I cared not, there

was fear in my heart now, and with it the blindness that comes.
I stumbled and fell, picking myself up only to fall again.

My

feet were now bloody from the reedvs razor sharpness, but I
felt no pain now, only the need to survive, the will to live,
and get out before the sea, with its chilly depths, could over
take me.
Elizabeth Blood

ODE TO lAUGHTER
Oh Laughter,
You come bubbling up from men's souls
As a brook spouts up from the rocks.
You are awakened by great humor.
You come up with great intensity,
Sometimes quite loud and raucus.
Oh laughter,
When you come up from men's souls,
You have variety about you.
I like it when you 6 re at times high and twittering,
low, sweet and rippling,
loud and boisterous,
chuckling and snickering.
When you come up from within the soul,
You have a way of shaking us all over with great vigor.
You can overwhelm us at times,
And cause us to double over and fall upon the ground.
You make us scream and stamp our feet with much gusto.
You can become very mischievous,
And come out very quietly, or very loudly.
When one is deep in meditation,
Humorous thoughts cause you to come forth suddenly.
When one stops laughing momentarily,
You do not leave right away,
But you remain for awile longer.
When a person quickly gasps,
That means you are not quite done with this person.
You give this person a feeling of anticipation.
He waits to see what you may do next.
Oh silvery-clear laughter,
You have musical pitCh at times.
You come forth in ascending and descending scales.
Sometimes, you start way down low and go up very high.
Or, you start way up high and go down, way down low.
Also, you fuay come forth on only one particular note.
Oh sweet laughter,
You bring joy to man when he 8 s despondent.
You cheer us when we're sorrowful and think all is lost.
The Holy Scriptures make mention of you,
And speak very highly of you.
You are a way of life for those who bring humor into the arts.
You are in many places at all times.
Oh wonderful laughter,
You are the spiritual fountain of the soul,
And the source of all joy.

Debbie Rae

Far into

of. the wintery New

a

S>

~mpshire

wildernes s, in

white-hair &d. woman and her husband sit

rise, and they wait.
~ountryaid.e

&tow
o~ly

in bitter-co ld whiteness ,

movement, comes with each gust of the wind,
, banging shutters, and

tea~ng

through

a r,adiant fire burns and crackles~ a clock on
its.slow, echoing syncopate d ticks.

woman 'l'Ose

gradually , carefully ..

She limped over to the

gazi~g 'through dim panes draped with snow and persued
"J{;.:tl:ne as if

were expecting to aee· some oDe..

She

Or, perhaps, something.•

eyes, searching over e.ach and every inch of ground.
to f·ace inside .. · From where she stood, she could see

a

and dim through many years of neglect..

1.

Not a

inside of that little nook had been touched ~ - not since the ·day
that Jamie

that waa over eighteen yea.ra ago..

wistfully into the room,

li.
it:,

the day

the

~'hair

... '""·his chair ... -

. st i:ll hung on the arm, exactly as he had

1:1

No one

reftiec ted ..
He

and~.in ~eeing

She· looked

,acco~nt

for wba.tewr it was that had happened,

!

been:

a

swe~~

happy

boy~

His f~ther.nad died in the war, just before

had 'been born.

Jamie's

childbirth~

yielded to death"'

living with the two of them sinee

boy

his mother, her own

been raised as their

sister~

had

and never cane to

, the way in Which he had brought so much joy
lives of those li.ho surrounde d him, how he could

found

m

- on top of, underneath, inside of, climbing on, swinging from, running
around, or leaping into everything.
sa"trTS, Chri~tmas,

the

He used to love ice cream, knives,

, swimming, picture books ••.

She had so loved

him.
He had been unusually quiet, that one day, she recalled.
th.ought that maybe he might be coming down with something.

She had

He had gone

• to his room, and taken his jacket off, laying it as it had been ever since.
And, when she had called for him to come wash up before dinner .••
Searching for Jamie had gone on for days that turned to weeks and
i.nto months, until, finally, all efforts were discontinue d, and the boy
was believed to be dead.

She would not believe that - - not ever!

The years sinee then had not been kind, and the wear and strain began to show on the couple rather rapidly.

But never, she thought, never

would she believe as everyone else did.
Again, she turned toward the window, and looked, and she waited ..•
Priscilla Alexis Huber

Ode to a Friend
I will listen to you,
although I lack the knowledge to solve your problems,
and the strength to carry them myself ••••
I will listen unblinking as you speak,
pouring out inner anxieties,
troubling secrets,
crying bittersweet tears of forelorn •.•
I will smile when you need happiness,
nod when you hunger for reassurance ,
hold you at times of loneliness •••
If I could wish away your confusion,
I wouldbut as the story goes, I am only huw..an,
a friend to be trusted •••
All I have is yours.o. therefore, my friend,
Take and be appeased.
Karen Plunkett
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The ligh t of day,shlnl ngoo coo ....• • o•••9 shim
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Endl essly awak ens,
Neve r sleep ing .••• •••. . neve r stop ping
Alwa ys movi ng,

acro ss field .s ..... .. ., • .,oac ross moun tains
Alwa ys bring ing tomo rrow .
Ther e is diff icul ty in follo wing it •••.
ruve tried .
To follo w not the day,
but its ligh t.
heart !))
my
in
it
hold
To
the neve r extin guis hing flam e of
life ., .••. of love ,
And its hope of tomo rrow .
o ••

Cynt hia Towl e
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Senses In The Wilderness
Sitting on a peaceful island at dusk,
acknowledgi ng, not seeing the world in
I sensed the world through closed eyes.
A fleeting motion on the geeseu graceful wing,
is felt in the ever-coolin g air.

A sudden cry prevails as the streamlined bodies
'(h
'V

search for warmth and life.

"'(./

· n ;'. . . .
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A destiny uncertain, a destiny divine?

v·
{J)

A fawn sucks in its first breath of air.

nostrils wriggle and expand to their capacity,

.

.
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Its tiny
in the

fawn's attempt to capture all the smells this world has
to offer.

By this time, his lungs have taken in ten breaths

of air, and his nose has smelled everything it could
smell, for suddenly, but yes, it was expected, its heart
could beat no longer, and the tiny body became very
still ....

~

And in a comfortable house, not even a roadside
away, a human being snuggles comfortably in the T.

V~

easychair ..
------And now for the Weather
Temperatur e-------90°
Humidity-- --------88°
nd--------- -----zero velocity
Air Qua 1 i ty-- -.--- ...UNACEPTAB LE

Report~';')'·.~~--

The moon shone like a ball of fire
\
that night o
I was down, looked to the, right
and saw the water reflect the light •••
(
\
. • .. And then I knew
what the moon can mean for me and you.
It's the EXIT for this tunnel of a world.
Everyone knows it 6 s there,
but it's very hard to find.
J
Reach out, try to gr~sp,
Get the world behind.
And then I know that you and I
will be one of a kind,
For we' 11 be FREE.

1

(

I am the forest footpath,
to guide you through each day;
a stomping ground for angry releases,
pressing of creases;
in your vacant wrinkled minds.
I am the falling star for powers,

lustful and so sweet,
the shining rays that make you bloom,
headed for doom,
if continued on course.

I am nearby to guide the way,
toward selfishness and games.
you are the king,that rules the crown,
the falling down,
of pawns that fight the wars •••

am reality's Peter Pan
escape so bittersweet,
a rope to ptJ.ll you higher and higher,
a comforting fire,
that kindles at a mere touch.
I

.,.,.....,---.......

I am your magical world in the sun,
I give you power and trust,

The lustful land,
of modern man • ., .
I am.
Karen-Plunkett
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I can sit in front
And meditate still higher.
I

can open up as does the

Can know the good brought
I

can sit for hours,

Open up like flowers,
Dream for a vast amount of
Dream of ridding oceans of
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Glad to be free.
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Glad to be me ..
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Glad to be
the moon,
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the sun,
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the sky,
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For the moon, the sun, the sky,
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Which in fact ••• am I.
Glad to experience each and everyone..
Glad to experience a 11 =d merge in ''one • "
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Meredith Carswell

Our numbered days have passed us by,
Leaving our memories behind us:
Many of insurpassable joy, some full of tears,
But these days were more than kind.
For in their passage, I found you,
And the days since?
They have been potired on-ecstacy,
And tinted with gold ..
Though these days be numbered past,

They are by others; not by us.
For, as all coming time is born,
Our days shall run unceasing,
And, unnumbered, last •••

together
in and out
of an
stop and look around you
a lot of things
including love
just somehow
seemed to disappear.e.
Yolanda Follmer

"Some day we shall destroy one another"
Come be with me for what little time there is left.
I will give you peace within yourself and
tranquility as a guise.
Come, please comec Let me show you love.
Will you come? Or is it that you fear me?
Fear me, for I am the reflection of you in
the face of a tender moment?
You fool! Strength is not all.

